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An instrumentation system is described which employs a minicomputer, a
one-third octave band analyzer, and a time code/tape search unit for the
automatic control and analysis of third octave data. With this systeT the
information necessary for data adjustment is formatted in such a way as to
eliminate much operator interface, thereby substantially reducing the
probability for error. A description of a program f(-,r the calculation of
effective perceived noise level (EPNL) from aircraft noise data is included
as an example of how this system can be used.
INTRODUCTION
This paper describes an instrumentation system which was evolved for
the purpose of developing more efficient and accurate dynamic data acquisition
and analysis procedures. The instrument system utilizes a minicomputer to
control and analyze data obtained from an analog tape recorder and a one-third
octave analyzer. One of the major sources of error in the analysis of data
is the improper logging of the gain values used in the recording system. A
unique feature of this system is the utilization of automatic di gital coding
of information which, when impressed on the time code frame, is recorded
along with the data. The recording system gain values and other pertinent
information are then available on the tape without reference to a handwritten
log sheet. With this information and the ability to control motions of the
tape recorder, the analysis operation requires very few operator inputs.
!Acoustic noise data often requires additional weighting and computation
procedures beyond the one-third octave filtering. In the analysis of air-
craft noise data many of these procedures are necessary to achieve a value
known as the effective perceived noise level (EPNL). A program for computing
FPNL has been written, providing a means of determining which factors most
influence acoustic measurement values. This program, demonstrating all the
features of the described computer-controlled system, will be discussed.
DESCRIPTION OF THE INSTRUMENTATION
General
This instrumentation system consists of a minicomputer with peripheral
equipment, a third-octave analyzer, a time code/tape search unit, and an
u	
analog tape recorder. The tape search unit, which has access to the data
stored within the time code frame, receives command information from the
computer, interprets the commands, and controls the tape recorder. The
Athird-octave analyzer receives the analog data from the tape recorder,
processes it, and transfers the data to the computer for further analysis.
The heart of the system is the minicomputer to which all the other
instruments are directly or indirectly interfaced. Some of the interfaces
are stands-d; however, the interfaces to the third-octave analyzer and the
tape search unit were not available from the manufacturers and had to be
developed in-house specifically for this system.
Minicomputer
The controlling element of the system is a minicomputer utilizing
16-bit words and containing 32K words of memory. The computer functions in
a disc operating system configuration which allows for program and data
storage on a moving head magnetic disc. Programs can be developed in
Assembly, FORMIN, FORTRAN IV, or Algol languages. Communication with the
system is via a CRT terminal. Data can be output to the disc or a digital
magnetic tape for storage, while hard copy listing and graphics are available
on an electrostatic printer/plotter.
The disc operating* system allows segmented programs where long programs,
:ivided into segments, are stored on the disc, and only one segment of the
program is present in the computer at a timA. Analyses which require many
computational procedures or programs which provide for a number of optional
procedures need such a capability. 'j'he EPNL program which will be described




Figure 2 shows the computer and its standard peripherals (CRT terminal,
disc, magnetic tape, and the printer/plotter).
Analog Tape Recorder
	 1
The analog tape recorder in this system can be either a 7- or 14-channel, 	 i
intermediate or wideband gr lip I, FM machine (fig. 3). One channel is
dedicated to IRIG-B time code. These tape recorders have been modified so
that they operate in a 120 IPS, I'M mode when "tape search" is selected.
This allows *.he time code to be recorded in either FM or direct mode and
still remain under tape search control. The tape transport of either
machine can be remotely controlled by the computer depending on which one
is connected to the tape search unit. Further discussion on this control
will occur in the section on the tape search unit. Playback speeds from
1-7/8 to 120 INS are available. Remote control of speed se! ' :,n is
possible, but is r,,)t being employed at this time. Edge track voice annotation
is available or an external speaker system can be utilized when voice




The analyzer used to provide the one-third octave spectral data is a
multifilter, multiplexed detector instrument (fig. 4). With this analyzer
the spectrcun can be divided into as many as 31 one-third octave bands
ranging from 25 llz to 20 k}i:.. Also ai, integration time ranging from 1/8 sec
up to 32 sec can be selected. The filter output values are visable via a
nixie readout display or in bar grrnph form on a CRT display. The filter
outputs are also available in parallel BCD digital form which is the output
that is used in the interface to the computer 	 Detailed information on this
interface call be found in reference 3.
Time Code Reader
The recording of a serial time code has been in practice for some time
and has provided a means of correlating: multiple records of a single event.
Along with the time of day, either the event number or the day of the year
was recorded on the code. Recently the capability has been provided for
superimposing additional information oil the time code signal. As shown in
figure 5, less than half of the serial bits in the code are needed for the
time and event (or day) information. If the redundant :ecording of time
in binary form is omitted, 45 bits of information zan be recorded each
second (IRIG B).
The time code reader in this system has the control bit translation
feature where the state of 45 control bits is displayed on LED's and is
also provided as a parallel digital output each second. The time information
is also available in parallel form, and both sets of digital lines are
monitored by the tape search unit. When requested by the computer the time
or control bit information is ref- . ed from the tape search unit.
Tape Search Unit
When used in conjunction with the time code reader, a tape search
snit (TSU) provides for considerable versatility in tape recorder operations.
If the optional characteristic of a computer interface is provided, this
versatility expands to an almost unlimited degree. The system described in
this paper has a uuiit with these features. Figure 6 shows the time code
reader and the tape search unit. The various operational modes will be
described in two parts. The first, TSU-Remote, will cover operation of the
tape recorder from the front panel of the tape search unit. The second,




I	 ^	 I	 f
'1'-"U-Remote
This made is the standard TSU-tape recorder operation. All commands
:Lre implemented from the front panel of the TSU. The major features of this
mode of operation are as follows:




(2) "Jearch to Start" - The tape recorder is put into a search speed
from the front panel "Forward" or "Reverse" pushbutton. The search speed is
a controlled speed which is higher than the normal rLur speed, but it is
lower than the wind or rewind speeds. The time code is read and the motion
i	 direction is corrected it' improper. The tape is positioned to a point at
least three time frames in front of the selected start time, and the
transport is then stepped.
(3) "Single Cycle" - The same procedure occurs as in "Search to Start"
except that after stopping at the start time the transport is put into the
"Drive" forward mode. An "interval" signal is provided when the start time
is reached and is removed and the transport stopped when the stop time is
reached.
(4) "Recycle" - The same procedure occurs as in "Single Cycle" except
that instead of stopping when the stop time is reached the tape is rewound
to the start time. 'Phis cycle is continuously repeated until another
command is given.
(5) In addition to these automatic modes all the normal transport
modes can be manually selected from the T..U.
Computer-Remote
All the features cited in the previous section are also available under
computer control. Logic circuits in the search unit interpret commands from
the compute.. These commands can be for tape transport control, setting
of
	
or "stop" times, or requests for time code data. The time code
requests can be for either time or the control bit information. Documentation
concerning this interface can be found in reference 2.
SYSTEM APPLICATION
With the tape recorder, the tape search unit, and the one-third octave
analyzer under computer control, programs can be written which provide data
analysis with a minimum of operator interface. The EPNL program description







EPNL COMPUTATION - AN APPLICATION
This section presents a description of a data analysis program utilizing
the instrument system described in the preceding sections. The program uses
the physical properties of measured flyover history to determine the noise
evaluation quantity designated as effective perceived noise level, EPNL.
calculated in accordance with the procedures as defined in Federal Aviation
Regulation, Fart 36 (ref. .l), EPNL is a single number measure of complex
aircraft flyover noise as related to subjective response. It is calculated
from a time sequence of tone adjusted perceived noise levels which are cal-
culated from one-third octave band spectra. The tone adjustments are
determined by a procedure which estimates the extent of spectral irregularities
at any instant of time.
General Procedure
As described in reference 1, the EPNL calculation is basically a
five-point procedure:
(1) Calculation of perceived noise levels, rNL(K), from one-third octave
band levels determined at the K-th interval of time, where K is a number
indicating the number of 0.5 sec intervals elapsed from an arbitrary
reference time of the flyover signal.
(2) Calculation of a tone correction factor, CM
(3) Calculation of tone corrected perceived noise levels, PNLT(K),
and determination of the maximum value, PNLTM
(k) Calculation of a duration correction, D
(5) Calculation of effective perceived noise level. EPNL, which is the
algebraic sum of the maximum tone corrected perceived noise level an,l the
duration correction factor.
EPNL = PNLTM + D
The Program
The EPNL program was edited, loaded, compiled, and stored using the
disc operating system of the minicomputer system.
Many computer programs exist for the calculation of EPNL; however, this
particular F.PNL. program has been written to provide various data analysis
techniques by allowing; for versatile modes of examining one set of data.
Because of its complexity and length, the program is structured into a main




The main program contains all input parameters, standard and optional.
It allows for the following operaf.cr input9:
(1) Test statistics - test name, run number, tape recorder channel
number•
(2) Correction uptions - pink noise, microphone, Fseudotone, ambient
noise
(3) Time code information - start and slop times of the calibrate
signal, pink noise, ambient noise, and flyover data
4(4) Seleet on of the number of pink noise, ambient noise, and data
spectra
(;) Selection of the data averaging technique - linear, exponential,
or none.
With these inputs and the associated instrumentation, the data analysis
program proceeds with little or no additional operator control. Similarly,
with corresponding time code ii,puts, correction data can be input after
being automatically located on the tape. Information such as amplifier Rain
settings can be read and decoded untonatically from time code control bit
information. Subsequently, the program inputs one-third octave flyover data
each 0.5 see increment of time from the third octave analyzer and converts
ti,e data from BCD (binary coded decimal) to floating point. To calculate
an EPNL value, flyover data from 1 up to 100 spectra can be used. After
corrections are applied to this flyover data, control is transferred to the
first segmented program.
The first segmented program does the actual calculation of EPNL as
defined in the general procedure. The second segmented program controls
the hard copy printout of the test statistics and other important parameters.
In addition to the UNL value, the following is output:
(1) The spectral data printe,l in tabular form
(2) A time history plot of PNLT values
(3) Plots of selected one-third octave spectra
After the output is completed, control is returned to the main program
with the operator option of additional calculations or ending of the program.
With thA segmented program feature the EPNL program is flexible, allowing
for future amendments and additions. For example, corrections to the EML
number for test day meteorological conditions and aircraft position will be
incorporated when the instrumentation is completed for recording such data.
A listing of the present program is contained in the appendix.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
A computer-controlled instrumentation system to provide more efficient
and accurate dynamic data acquisition and anaaysis procedures has been
developed and an application demonstrating its use has been described. One
of the outstanding features of this system is the ability to utilize
digital information which has been coded within the time code signal. Also
of significance is the tape search unit computer interface which provides
for considerable versatility in remote control of tape recorder operations.
a	 W'th this instrumentation many of the probable physical and mental errors
caused ny human intervention have been eliminated, thus maintaining more
consistent accuracy in data input and analysis. In addition to minimizing
these errors, this automation har resulted in significant time savings for
analysis procedures where many channels of similar type data are being
processed. F •^ ture developments in increased computer control could virtually
eliminate all human error involved in processing analog data stored on
magnetic tape.
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C
C THIS PRUGRAI .1 INPUTS Ii3RD OCTAVE DATA F-RON A GR1921 PMALYZER VIA
C G;LL [:; C (1.7 ---------- ) FND CON' lCRTS WE DATA Fr-.0"I CCD TO FLOAT-
C v:G rollIT VIn G1± L GCDFP. FL'fOI,C-R D!;TA UP TO 100 SPECTRA CAN ^•C
C USED TO Ct)LCULOTL' AN EPNL VALUE. Ii: ADDITION TO TIiF EPNL VALUE,
C THE FOLLOWING IS OUTPUT:	 >K
C
C	 1) THE SPECTRAL DATA PRINTED IN TAOULRR FORM
C	 2) A TIME HISTORY PLOT OF PNLT VALUES
C	 3) PLOTS Or SEI.ECTED li''3RD OCTAVE SFECTRA
C
C**W* lc+k:k*;k;lc^k:k;k4ok k;k ;^Y k^!doMalc^c 	 bFc:k lak^Inlc^c;k^Kk k>k:K:k:kkdc k^kMalck:k:kiololok^Wlolol^k kikik^k:lok^K
C
PROGRAM EP140.3




r[;I'^i-in!I SPLn(:'4),SPLB(24).",-LC(24). IC(:i2), ID(62)
f_[t;;,i0 S	 !2),PC(24, 12),1 1C(2-1, 1') Xi IL ( 100). P;-ILT( 100)
Lri i; X0;1 011) ( ICAO) . SPD (24. 1UJ) .011C (24) .O11ia ( 100) , iICH
COHN011 OAN, K0. NNLM. KC, OA0I'1. KOA. KAV
COM::ON DAV(24. 100).ATEST( 70, IOND(24)










0f1C (4) --19. 1
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0 1 156 onr(22)--.1
OOS7 000 (23) --1. 1




0062 llaIt) W) 020
OJ63 IUND(5)-21
0:.64 1CIIU(6) -22
W65 ICim (7) -23
"NG6 ICND(8) -24
OOG7 IMID(9)-25
0068 1 MID ( 10) -26
0069 1CIID( 11) -27
0070 1CIIP( 12) -28
0071 1ChD(IM -29
0072 I014D(14)-30
0073 16IID( 15) -31
0074 IMID(10-32
0:175 lf'tID( 17) -33
0076 Il: ID( 18) n34
0077 IGili)( 19) -35
wile IwID(20)-36





OJ34	 C NOY TAOL[ CONSTANTS
0085	 C
0006 SM:3 (L) -0.043170
0037 SMO(2)-.0.10:170
0088 SM'UM - .036331
UO39 SPJ(4)-.036031
0096 Shl:)(:i) - .03533G
0091 SI•iJ(G)-.033333
0092 Shl:l ( 7) - . 033333
0003 Sh73(0)-.(132051
03)4 SI "I(9) ^.0306,75





U009 DO	 1	 F , 1.  15
0 t00 4 SPCC ( 1) -.Os0103











0110 SPLA M -74.9
0111 SPLn(9)^94.6













0125 DO 9	 I=10.22
.^ 0126 9 SPLO(I)-O.
0127 'F'LO(?3) -37.
0120 SPLO(24)-11.
0129 SPLC M -52.
0130 SPLC (.') -51.
0131 SPLC(3)-49.
0132 SPLC(4)-47.




0137 SPLC (9) -11 .











0143 SPLU 24) -37 .
0150	 C
0151 IPIAM 1) -2NCA
0152 INTI(2) -21ILC
0153 IMAM(3)-2N
Rl.!'k(L)uCv a.rn 0r THE





 1,. pry_ hf•-
0154 C
0155	 t,T21TE(I,11)
0156	 11 FORIV)T( "TYPE: "/
0157	 C"	 I-STn,-T OF LALCALATIONS"/
0150	 C"	 2-ADDITIONf)L CALCALOTIONS"/
0159	 C"	 3-END 0,7 CALCALATIONS")
U160	 RI-f)P(1.*)NCAL
0161	 GO TO( 14.07. 1.) MCAT.
0162	 12 STOP
0163	 14 L.111E(1.16)




0163	 13 FOPI'11'( "ENTER RUN NUMBER")
0169	 pt'AD( 1.*)I;rUN
0173	 UATE(1117)
0171	 17 f orl • '1T("EIIIER NUM.;ER OF DATA CHANFIELS")
0172	 FElIN 1.*)JNCH	 I
01;3	 11'7IT=(l.10)
1)174	 18 FOrf'.1T( • At•iimtir NOISE CORRECTION 7 TYPCI-YES. 2-NO")
0175	 RVf1 C I, * , KAI I
017E	 19 t•r: 11 E ( 1.110 )
0177	 20	 HOME CORrECTION ? TYPE 1-YES. 2-110")
0173	 F!-i ifi ( I . go i nrP
0179	 l•r1TC( 1.??)





Lt 133	 25 FO!'t.IT("M1t FrLO rESP - WIt1D SCREEN CON 7 TYPE 	 2-N0")
1;10 ,1	 r F A D ( I,-10I:Mi'1
U105	 1 F ( 1-1'0rt-1) 35.20
U1CG C
0 1:37 C	 EIITEr MIc. rl'EO. RESP011SE AND 11IND SCREI_Il CORRECTIONS VIA
01G1 C	 f of • IT TAPE
613'7 C
0190	 28 NCH-0.
0151	 29 NCI- IICH+1
U1 92 	 30 UlITC(1.31)
0193	 31 FO"1 . 1T('IIiSCRf 1 IIC. COI:R. TAPE. TYPE	 :GO")
0194	 POUSE
0195	 Rf:IID(5.*)rC




IF Mn f1ILr0f'I:WE COMECTION. SCT CO^;'ACTION PA.AM=1E2 TO ZERO
01!') C











0205 C SE'; UP FOR CAL. SIGNAL
0206 C
0207 39 LP.ITE(1,40)
0208 40 FOi'.t1AT("R2nDY FOR CAL SIGNAL - ? ENTER DB VALUE FOR CAL LEVEL')
0209 REnD(1,*)CC
0210 41 UPITE(1,42)
0211 42 Fb:'Mr'lT(/"ENTER TIME CODE AT START (PAY, 	 HR..	 MIN., SEC.)"/)
0212 P.EAi)(1,9,) IGUS(4). IBUS(3),IBUS(2), IBUS(1)
0213 142 I TE (1, 44)
0214 44 FORMAT(/"E:IiTER STOP TIME 	 (DAY.	 HR..	 NIN..	 SEC.) "/)
0215 READ(1,>t,)	 U5(4),NBUS(3),MSUS(2).MBU3(I
0216 45 1•!2 I TE ( 1. 46 )
0217 46 T(/"FNTER CHANNEL NUr?3E_R(1-12)"/)
0218 RE11D(1.*)NCH
0219 CnLL EXEC(2,13143.I8US,490)
0?20 CnLI_	 E:(EC (2. 1 ,r 14B, MBUS. 40O )
0221 Cri^LL	 F>; C(2,1514B,129,400)
0272 49 C;'Al	 E:'CC( 1, 1113, ICD. 1)
0223 = I(1:ID( ICD(2) , 7408)
()?24 Ir!i-Il-It;(-H/32
u22'i GO TO 43
0226 1TG-If1tIDi?CD(2), 17B)
U. 1 27 ICU (;) , 200)
C 213 IF( ith:.rl=.0) IUt;-S.
ti )29 P' UICH)-Fl_C11T( 10*1TG+60+IJG)
0230 Ci;t.t.	 ^, ^C(', 151'•3.16. 100)
:1221 Cf+l_L	 E:?'	 C('. 151-'!I3, 130, 103)
i'232 C .LA(NCll) -0
(1233 1'O	 60	 licilt_-1, 10
0 '')34 Ci l_I_	 F.;LC (1.7, 1 CC, 24)
112715 Cta.l_	 G('PFP(I BC. CAL. 24.IERR)
f)^3a 11- (0- IErl!)	 50,:3g1
0:^37 50 TE(I.52)
O?'^3 5' OVERLOODI ")
f1 239 Ci1LL	 FXECQ, I`.il ,16, 16, 100)
f1'•;0 CO 10	 3'
00111 5.1 C^',I.M-O
02•:2 DO 59	 1- 1. 24 
0243 iF(Ct1L(I).GE.(:nLM)56.59
0'44 56 C u_tl	 CAL ( I)
02w:5 59 COO	 INUE
02d6 Eli.'1(NCII)=((C111_rl-CALA(NC11))/rdCAL)^CALn<NCH)
02 17 GO C-7:I'i I'ILIF
02-1.3 1  (NCH-JI?CN) G?., 64
02•'3 62 117 1TE(IIG3)
021;0 G3 FU r:,)T(/"RcnD1' FOR NEXT CRL SIGNAL.'/
0251 C";.:.:.[.) TIi'.- COD-?
	 TYPE:	 I-YES,	 2,NO"/)
0252 r',:0( l . )k) i:TC
0253 Il=0 TC.EO.2)GO TO 45






0257 C	 SET UP FOR PINY. NOISE
0'58 C
0?59	 G5 URRIiE(1,66)
0260	 66 FORMnT("_ELECT NO. OF PINK NOISE SPECTRA. MAX-20')
0261	 READ(1.*)NP
0. 7'62	 I F (&' 0-i;r) 65 , 69
0263 C
0264 C	 EIJTER PINK NOISE
0265 C
0262- 	 63 LMTE(1,70)
0'67	 717 FnrrlT(/"RFADY FOR PINK NSIbE. ENTER TIME CODE AT START'/
0268	 C"(DAY, 1IR., rIIFI..SEC.I°. )
0'59	 READ(1,-::)IBUS(4),ICUS(3),IBU5(2),IBUS(1)
0270	 U2ITE( I.72)
0271	 72 FO('r'.1T(/"FIITER STOP TINE (DAY, NR., MIN., SEC.)'/)
0272	 P.EOD(I )1;2U5(4).MEUS(3),MSUS(2).rlCUS(1)
0:'73	 73 1J,2 I T  ( 1.7.1)
X1274	 74 FOfl I:AT(/"I'NTER C11AiIrtEL I:UMOER (1-12) '1)
0 275	 FEAD ( 1, ! : ) I IC14
11
	 0?76	 CnLL	 IBUS,400)
0?77	 CELL E' C (;', 14I 09-t 9US.4OO)
0279	 COLL	 (2, 15149. 1 SO, 400)
0279	 NPP=tIP*24
0 ,190	 CALL F;'i C(1,7, IBUF,rIPP)
62J1	 COLL OL1'' '(IEUF,SPN,N'i', IERR)
0292	 IF (0- IERi') 73.00
0203	 73 1.12ITE( 1.79)
0. •3	 <9 FQRi iiT("1711 i 1 OVEi. l_OAD I ")
0235	 CALL_ E' ,.0 (2. 15143. 1 ^, l00)
0:206	 GO TO GO
0.?37 C
0209 C	 ALL 111IT1O1_ VOLUES OF AVERAGE PINK NOISE SPECTRUM SET TO ZERO
0299 C
0290	 80 DO 84 1-1-24
0291
	
SPA ( 1. NCI 1) -0.
0292	 1F(I-KORP)04,02
0293 C
C	 IF Pltll, 11015E EIJTCrED. RESET PINK SPECTrU;1 TO nVG. OF NP SPCCTRA
0_95 C	 ENTERED
0296 C
0297	 02 DO 84 1,-I,NP
0?99
	
'_'Plc I.r t 11) ^PII(I.NCII)+SI'P(I,K)/i LOi1T(rJP)
0299	 f3•1 COtITINUE
0300 C
133O1 C	 Cr)LCULOTinii OF RIN!, 110IS2 COPrECTION VOLUES
OS02_ C
El_103
	 DO CS 1=1.24
0304	 85 FCtI.NCII)-Sf'c0(z;.NCH)-5Pf)(I,NCH)






0307 83 WRITE 0.85)
0=J8 05 FO. PNAT(/"REWDY FOR NEXT PINK NOISE CHANNEL. "/
0 09 C"NEW TIM- CODE?	 TYPE:	 1-YES,	 2-NO"/)
0310 RFOD( I--:0Y.TC
0311 IF(KTC.EO.2)GO TO	 73
0312 GO TO 68
0313 87 Ih ( 1-KAN) 102,019
0314 C
0315 C SET UP FOR nM31ENT DATA
0316 C
0317 83 L•P I TE (i . E9 )
0318 09 FVr:Al'('SELECT NO. OF AMBIENT DATA SPECTRA (NA).	 MAX-20')
0319 RFID( I 	 w)NA
0320 IF(00-NA)	 83.90
0-21 90 6n 	 fE ( 1.92)
0322 92 FO"r.Al("HEADY FOR A110IEr:T DATA:	 ENTER TIME CODE AT Sig?T'/
E1323 C"(DA e,	 HR.,	 tlIN. ,	 SEC.) "/)
0324 Kc'ilD(1,jk)IDUS(4),IOUS(3),IOUS(2),IBUS(1)
0^;25 W21TE(1.94)
03'G 94 F^'"''l'f(i^ENTEI:	 STOP	 ,tP;^	 (DAY,	 IIR.,	 MIN.,	 SEC.)'/)
0327 R	 (I. .k) 1'3US(4).K-'Li	 3),1. 1;,US(2).M31JS( I)
0328 t''	 'F(1.96) 
0329 96 F0PllnT(i"E1lTER CHANNEL NUMBER 	 (1-12)1/)
0:;30 F,EAD (1. *) NCH
0331 Ci=I! L	 E`'EC(2. 13149, IDUS.400'
0332 (GILL EXEC. 2. 14143.MOUS,400)
0333 COLL E.:EC(2,15143.130,400)
0334 93 CliLL	 EXEC ( 1, 1143. 1 C D. 1 )
0335 Ir.CH-I AND (ICD(2).7400)
0335 I 1;CH- I1ACHi32




0339 ILI',^ I;)f!D (ICD(2) ,200)
I
0343 li- (IUG.(•;E.0) IUr,-5.
0341 EDA(14CFI) -FLOA'i (10;1 . ITG+60 F ItJG)
0342 CnLL	 E`:EC(:?, 15143, 1f, 100)
0343 Ci:LL
	 E,:EC(2. 15 1-19, 1^O, 100)
03411 Nill1-NA7124
0345 CALL	 E).-C( 1. 1". 1P A,Nf)A)
0346 Ci'LL BCDFP(llwo.SPAr1.im.IERR)
0317 IF(O-IECR)	 IOJ, 102
03 1:3 100 WRITC(1.101)
0349 101 FORM AT("DOTA 0VcRLOf1D I I)
0'53 C('.LI.	 E;-,' ,EC (21 , 15 1411, 16. 100)
0351 GO TO 90
OS52 C
W33 C SG"r AM9iErIT Sf'GCTRUM TO CiVG.
	 OF NA SPECTRA ENTERED
0354 C
03'j5 102 DO	 104	 I=1.24
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103 DO 10 .1 K-1-NA
F,Prl(1) -SPMt 1) +S1'AM(1. K) /FLOAT(NA)
104 CONTINUE
IF( t-KAPI) 122. 105
COVECTION OF AMBIENT DATA FOR PINK NOISE. MIC.. VOL. LEVEL.
nAINS AND ANALYZER SETTINGS
1115 DO M 1 m 1.24
106) i,1'rl(11-SPM(11+PC(I•r1CH)+RC(1.NCH)+(CC-CALA(NCH))
C+(8 MNCH)-EC(NCIi))
ENTEP RUN PARAMETER DATA
122 r';Z I TG ( 1..23 )
123 f0^.r,1T(";;ELECT NO. OF DATA SPECTRO (N). MAX-100')
FEAJ ► i I-*)N
Ir(100-N) 122.124
12 .1 1^ITF(I.125)
125 H-Vr:AT("SELECT AVG TECH •.'00E. T)PE 1-LIN.. 2-EXP.. 3-NONE')
R1-.11D( 1,40KAV
I ? 7 brat ITE ( 1. 120)
129 FORM(11 ( "RCADY TO COMPUTE EPNL. ENTER TIME COPE 01" START'/
C"(DAY, HR.. 1`11N.- SEC.)'/)
rLAO(lo%)IGUSk•U.IOUS(3).10US(2),IGUS(1)
b0,1 TZ ( 1. 130)
130 I1'0:'r:1T( ./'ENTER STOP TIM? (DAY. HR .. MIN.. SEC.)•/)
rCr1D i 1 •'k) M2US (• 1^ . r1;lUS ('+) , r^OUS (2) , rlCU5 (1)
ORITE(1.132)
13' FWD r:,1T(i •CNTER CHANNEL NITISER (1-12)*1)
RF AD( 1.*)NCH
	 -
0O 3 : EXM2. 131 . 10. IDUS.400)
COLL L`'EC:2.1 .1109- NEWS .400)
rOLL	 130.400)
13 .1 rill 1_ EXCC(1. l 1.113. ICD. t )
It ' H - ;A!1D(ICD:2).7.10tJ)
I r; 'II- I NCH 132
1  ( 14CH. NZ. 11 1714) GO TO 13.1
1 It; • IAIID( 117U12). 170)
IUG • IAlID(.ICD(2) - : OA)
F'Dilli;Il)-FLOI^T(lt! ^1TG+hit ^Il1G)
031.1. FY"t:(2.19140.16.100)




ir(u- Ilrr l 	150
136 (.171 TE( 1. l3?)
tar F ,!1'r111T0D0TA n^; :'l tAD I ")
CULL E:\EC (2. 1'.i 1-:9.10. 1110)
I
15
0 .109 GO TO	 127
0,110 C
0 . 111 C CORRECTION OF RAW DATA FOR PINK NOISE. MICROPHONE. CAL. LEVEL.
0412 C GAINS AND ANALYZER SETTINGS
0413 C
0414 150 DO	 151	 K n l.N





0 .120 C CORRECTION OF RAW DATA FOR AMBIENT NOISE
0121 C
0122 159 PO	 180 K-1,N
0-123 -,PDC (1) -0.
0424 DO	 176	 1-1,24
0-125 SrDC (1+1) -0.
0 1-26 iF((SPD(I,F,)-SPM(I)).GT.10.)164.160
0427 160	 IF((SPD(1.K)-SPM(I)).GT.5)162.166
0428 162 SPD(I. K.) - 10'+(ALOG(10.**"SPD(I,K)110.)
01?9 C- 10.**(SPI .1(1)110.))12	 - 1','))
0 . 133 164 SPDC(1) n SPD(I,K)






P.-74 170	 SFi)(i.K)-SPD(I+1.K)-(((SPD(I+2.K)-SPD(I+I,K)) r
0.15 C+(SFD(1+3.1;)-SPD(1+2.K))+(SPD(I+4.K)-SPD(I+3.K))
0136 C+(GPD(I+`.^,K)-SPD(I+4,K)))14.)
0437 GO TO 164 _ _-




P-142 GO TO	 164
0M3 176 CONTINUE
0444 Pil	 ISO	 1 n 12.1.-1
0115 If=(SFP( ► .K).^O.SPPCCI))13f1,170





0 1151 190 U ITE(6, 191) BC(NCH),F3D(NCH)
0' :; ' 101	 1'( ^f„)T(2", 1GI:Ul- GAIII- 	 .14/2,"%. l IHDOTA
	 G!lIN-j4j. Ci 1LL
























0010	 COI .t iOt I 0ili1.1:0. PlIM-1, I;C I OAAt 1111oiA. KOV
0911	 COiI,i9N NT.'(24,100),rITEST(3),IBND(24)
CO 12	 C i i'0N SFi I(2	 BUS (4) , KTO, KF.Ui 1
0013 C
0914 INFI( 1) -2I11_ 1
03! 5 lHi1(2) -2H5T
0016 INI1(3) -21A
0017	 C





0;1?3 C	 C:'GIH C(il-CU!-r)TION Or 3-SPFCTi?Uti OVG.. 0`dErALL. "A" WT.,
0924 C
	
NOY. TONE CORRECTIONI AND SAVE A`1G . SPECTRIUI1 D.a`/(I . K)
0:325 C




192 DO 193 1.1.24
CO39	 19:;
0030	 GO TO 214
0931 C
E:932
	 19.1 IF (2- KAV) 192.210. 196
0033 C
CO34 C	 3-SP7CTPUPI LINEOR AVERAGING
@035 C
O1136	 i9G IF(2-0204.198
0937	 120 DO 202 1=1.24
6:133







6342	 211.1 DO 203 1-1,24
FJ043
	 2C5 S?L(I)=•-1.7712+40,;10.)%((ILOG(I(l.';;:((SPD( I. K-2)-40.)/10.)




0046	 GO TO 214
00,17 C
0040 C	 E PONEtITIAL AVERAGING
U049 C
17
_,^'	 s_	 !A 
I
CO50	 210 DO 214 1-1.24-




0055 C	 OVERALL CALCULATION
0956 C
0957	 OA (K) -SPL (1)
0053	 DO 220 I-2.24
0159	 DIF - AOS+(SPL(I) -OA(K))
0060	 ADD=10. 1!.0G(1.+10.	 (-DIFiIJ.))12.30259
0061	 IF(SPL(I) --OA(I() )216.2.18
C,0S2	 2Ie OA(K) - 0A(K)+ADD
0363	 GO TO 220






01170 C	 "A" WT. CALCULATION
0071 C
C072
	 224 0 A . K) =S D ! -  (1) +0AC ( I )





0177	 226 0:1'1(K) -VA (;<)+ADD
OJ79	 GO TO 230
C079	 223 OAA (I:) = SP!_ (I) +OAC (I) +ADD
COCO	 230 CONTINUE
















0094	 242 117 (c'PL ( I) -SPI-C ( I) ) 252.244
CJ95	 241 211 ( I) =E.;P (2.3025 1) : : : 5MC ( I) 7 : c (SPL ( I) -SPLC ( I)) )
0036	 GO TO 254
E I-197	 241 IF(`SPL(I)-SPLO(I))252.249
0093
	 2.11 IF(SPL(I)-SPLA(I))250.244
0:1 39	 250 'PI(l) -E);I'
 (2.30259>; ,SF'0 (I) ' c (SPL (I) -SPLC (I)) )
0100	 GO TO 254
18
P4^;^ yak ^:^
" 0101 252 SN ( 1) -0.
0111 2 25,1 SUNN-SUr, I s•SN ( 1)
0103 IF (Slirl-SN ( 1)) 25G.236
•	 010-4 256 SNrl-SN ( 1)
0105 GO TO 236
0106 25;3	 TSN-0.35	 SI,r1+0. 15,,,SUMN
0107 PNL(K)--1'J.04-33.3•^(ALOG(TSN)2.3025y)
0109 I F (PNLN-f 1IL (K) ) 260.: 62
I	 0109 260 PNLr1^-PNL (K)
0110 KP nK
ill II C
0112 C	 PNLT(K) CALCULATION (10 STEP TONE CORRECTION)
0113 C
P114 262 DO 264 1-1.3
0115 S( I)-0.
01 l6 264 SI'L l ( I) - SPL ( I)
0117 1-3
0119 265	 I-1+1
0119 I F 04-1) 305.266
0120 266 S(I?-SPL(I) -^PL(I-1)
011 1F(5.-A8S(S(I^-S('-l))?'60.205
0122 209	 1r 1 S( 1)
0I?3 270	 Ii (S( I-1)
	
.272
012 -1 272 SPL1(1-1)d(SrL(I)+ri'l_(I-^))/2,
0125 GO TO 285
0126 27.1	 IFiS(I-1) - S(1))276.205
01 1-7 276	 IF(23-1)213.280
0129 27J tiPL1^1)°5NL(l
- t)+S(I - 1)
0179 GO TO 265
0130 2C0	 SPLI(I) - (SPL(I+1)+SPLt1 - l))/2.
0131 GO TO 265
0132 205 SPL1(1)-SPL(I)




0137 310	 1 ­ 1+1
i
0133 IF(23-1)3?0.315
0139 315 SPL2(1)°S.L.'.(1 - 1)+(SPLI(I+I) -SPLI( I-2))13.
01 . 0 GO TO 310
0111 327 SPL2(2 .1)-'JPL2(23)+(2. 13PL1(2-1)-SPL1(23)-SPL1(22)) /3.
0142 crt° 0.
01 . 13 1.2
01 . 11 325
	 1 11+1
0145 IF (2-1- 1) 33:1.330
0146 330 F ;PL(1)-5?L2(I)
0147 1F (F-3. ) 32:1.335
U1 i3 3:15	 1F(F-20. )S43. 3,15 
01Ai9 3.;J
	 C ^F,'6. i








O 1'•'?	 359 I F (2 l -1) 370.355
01b3	 355 IF( 10-1)360.370















0165 C	 SAVE AVG. SPECTRUM
0166 C
0IG'	 394 PO 395 1-1.24









. M" , a
RF.PRODUCMILTTY Op THE





0305	 M" 13N LFL(24).S(24),SN(2.1),;PL1(2,1).SPL2(24).Sr19(24),SMC(24)
O'LJG	 COi.:.JN SOLO (2 .1),SPLO(2,1),SPLC(24), IC (32), ID(G2)
E1.17	 MifiJll r'Piz( 2•;.12).PC(24.12).PC(2-1,12),PNL(103).PNLT(100)
0'-139	 CO^1MON 0'1(1(']).SPD(24,109),OAC(2-1),OOA(I CO) ,NCH
0019	 COf ii •:Dtl onrl.l(0. PF;!.i-i. I:C, 0 "af;rl.IiOA. KAV
0010	 CO,^,iOtJ Dn`.'(24.103),iiTL•ST(3),IOND(24)
OG 11	 COriiiOFl SPIN(24) .1,P,11, I BUS (4) . KTO. KRUN
0012 C
00 13	 PtILTII =O.
0014	 KCOP-O
UG15 C
0016 C	 LISTING OF TEST NAME, RUH HUt'9CR, AND INPUT PARAN TER DATE+
6017 C
F'018	 1:12I1'E (G, 4J5) nTEST, !'F.UtI. NCH
0019	 405 FOP,' if; T (2`(, 1 I! (TEST HAMS: .3A2/2)<.7HRU11 NO.. I2i2X, °CH N0. ", I3//)
F;G 1 0	 DO :al 1-1,24
(JG21	 SPDO(I)=5-Po(I,NCH)
00,22	 401 CONTINUE
0023	 DO 40._' 1-1.24
OC14	 SPDi' ( I) -f'C (I . tICH)
OC25	 402 CONTINUE
00?6	 1.1R ITE (G.40G)SPDO,Sf'DP
0::27	 403 F02M.'1T(911 PIN!' SP .E,'{(I:;,F4.2)/4X.51:CORR ,24(IX.F4.2)/)
C^ 28
	 DO -:07 1=1.24
0::?9	 SPDO (I) • RC (I . I ICH)
c 'l30	 407 COII f I NUE
0031	 1•J: I TF (G. 493) SPDO
C ID 2
	 403 F(^PMf1T(9:1 I .1IC rORR,24(IX.F,1.2)///)
0033	 (.::IITF(6.409)5Prt
0334	 409 FORr:itT(91A Al-J. SP .24(l).,F-1.I)/)
OO's5 C
00.36 C	 SPFCTRA DATA TnCLE
0037 C
0033	 410 1JRITE(6,4-70)
0139	 420 FO^r";IT(2'1.IIV,Gll OASPL.5!1 50 .511 b3 .511 C3 ,511 100 .511 125
0 1 1,1 0	 C511 160 , 5H 201 9 , 5H 25O .51-1 315 , `)Fl r!0'J .511 5CJ . 511 633 , 5H COO
C011
	 17,91-1 16: 	 .91A 1.25.511 1.G .5:1 2.0 ,511 2.5 .511 3.15.511 4.0 ,511 5.0
C ,42	 CS! I G	 . 5H 0. 0
 .9H 1 OK /)
E0• :13	 DO 420 I;=1.N
00•'.4	 DO 4-1 1 I ,1.2^
GJ^5	 421 SPDO(I)= Di-IV (I,I')
f'1 :5	 4216) I'21TE	 r, Of) (K),SPDO
f 1.;7	 427 FLIM".:T(14,25(IiLF4.1))









C LI 55	 TOT-0.
OIHI :	 Did 449 Y,v1.N
O'157	 1F(rHLTM-PNLT(IO )430.440
0058	 430 f dLThl-f P:LT(I:)
0059	 1,T-K
OCuO	 440 CONTINUE
OOG1	 DJ F30 K-I-N
MG2	 1F (PIILT(1;)+10. -Pt,LTf1) 495.460
Ma3	 4 0 Ii= (1-K)470.465
0064	 465 LT1-1
OGGS	 1-111-1
006G	 GO TO 560
c-a7	 470 1F(LT1),r'05,475.,195
0063	 475 LT  ^K
CJG9	 I F (LT 10580.490.560
0070	 430 LT I I-:,
0071	 GO TO SCil
0372
	
415 1F (1: - 11)580,490
490 LT2-11
O') "• 1	 GO TO 59.1
03'5	 495 1F(LTl I '. )1,500.501
007G
	 501 LT2-K-1









O^`:4	 1 F (0-LI,'i) 535 . GO5





	 GO TO 59G
OG:)	 595 X-LT2
O'„ )	 LT' -L T'?-1
C-'I	 593 TOT- T0T-10.):*":((P ILY(K"',)-49.?i10.)
G.'.	 ';JS CU^-10..,:LOG('iOT)i2.30259-1'IILT(1-13.4-:0.
G 1 ??3 C











rt lI'korwcui rl,1 .ry 0I•, Z,xk;
"IMM, PAGE IS POOR
010 1.	 1,r:2ITE(6.593) 1C[JS(4). IGUS(3), I13Ui(2), IDIJS(1)
0102	 593 FOPt:(aT(2/:3;<, 19HST0RT TIME AT 1C01- .3(12. 111: ). 12)
0,03	 090 lJ?ITC(6.900)
0104	 900 FOPI ;1T(2/3X. 1141:,36X,4HPNLT.5Y...3HPNL.6:<,5HOACPL.5X,3HSLA/)
0105	 DO 930 K - 1. N
01er	 ItI:;-IF1X(2.",(PIILTI.1-PNLT(K)))
01U7	 1F (?9-I IC,0 910.920
01 0 8	 9!0 IN` -29
0109	 920 DO 925 11 1.30-INX
0113	 925 IC (II) =u'8
01 1 1	 DO 920 N=31-11-11X.32
0112	 923 1C([I) =32
0113	 I.,,"ITE(G.930)K, IC.PIILT(K).PHL(K),OA(K),OAA(K)
011 . 1	 930 FORTi•1T(I4,2 ,32R1,4(2)<,F7.2))
0115 C
011G C	 IMPORT(iNT PAP.APiETrrS LISTING
0117 C
01 ! ^	 lJ'? 1 T[: (6.9^1J) fJAi'1, ICU, P1;LI'1, ICN. Chi; C:, tCC. Pt;LTM. I'T, OANM, KOA
0119	 940 F'l7[:falT(?/5;<.71JOA P^'•' =,1=i'.2.G:•(.'?HIC	 I31-)X,^1-1PHL I•,1,',-,F7.2,5X.2HK-,




CS):, C1 ISL A rX'.=. F7.7. `-)X. 2HK- . 13/)
0!."_.'_	 1-1^ITt-(G.950)DU:?.LTI1,LT2,ICAV
0123	 950 FO''""I T (5'+. 1511bjmTIOtt CO!7P.==.FG.2.2X,6H.	 K • I3, 1X,3HAiID. I411
0124	 C5;:.2;!1'_.r2CT('.A 11VG. TECHIJI('1JC - , I1/
0125	 C5-. i •:I 1	 L If I . /5:1, 113	 E)CP. /5;;, 01 .13 - NONE///)
U126	 IF(1'TO.EO.2) GO TO 952
0127
	 W72ITE(G.951)
0120	 951 F0RP:f1T(5X,3IPS[=UDOTONE COPPECTIONS I11CLlIDLD.//)
0179
	 GO TO 954
0170	 952 WIT ►_(G.953)









01 -;G	 9GO F0: KIT("(WITIOI;AL DATA COPY ? YCS-TYPE 1, HO-TYPE 2")
0137	 FEAD ( I . :k) I:COP
0133	 IF(1-I•.COP)959.410
0139 C
G l . *)
	 959 LJ71 TE ( 1.951)
01•!1
	 961 Fn"i •.IT("DATA Sf --CTRIIM PLOT?"/
01•!3
	 C" IYPE: 1 = 01131UHT JViTA PLOT"/
Jl l i3	 C"	 2=I1tPUT DATA PLOT"/
0144	 C"	 3-t10 PLOTS DESIRED"/)
0113	 REflfl( I.W)1,SPC
0106
	 IF (I.SPC-2) 9G3.97O, 992
01 .17	 970 1•! ? I TE (1.971)
01•.-:3
	 971 FC^i ;1T("1:tITER MO. OF SPECTf R1 TO CE PLOTTED"/
01419
	 C "F117L'R 0 IF HO PLOTS DESIRED"/)
0150
	 PEAD(1.T)K
0151	 962 11 =






















































9G3 SPIAX n 0.
DO 955 1-1.24










973	 1(SPDn ( I) , rMAX)
969 IF(nMJD(=M•1':,10.). GC. 5.)974.975




977 Fi):'::.1T(?7/c:`;, 1!I^.X,F3.0,X,211DD, I5X.2H1C-, I3.32X, 1H<,X,F3.0.X.2HD8)
l" ITE (G. 970)
978 F0P.-,AT(/X.41ICMID.66X.3HSPL/)
DO 939 I-1.24
INS = IF I (2. r(S^IAX-SPDO( 1)) )
1F(59-1NS)930.9g2
980 INS-59
902 DO 904 N-1,60--INS
934 ID(M)=CS














C IMPORMNT r p f^nP;' 7 TERS DE	 1111:1)
C
C CC : Ci1L	 G.111-1
C ED: DITI G:11N
C L'D^: F—JIENT NOME Gnlrl
C CF:F• r r::.	 Tu:1" CORRECTION
C D.11/: (IVERM	 Dr1Tn SPECTRUM
C DU^: D112,1-i I0:1 CORRcCTIO',




U l^.,;Lti'AL PAt;li Ly PU()tt
C1=i cl. rry (),P
	 •
.^" IV , i AGE Ia POOR
0293 C OAA: OVcrl1LL	 'A"	 I-IT.
0204 C 'A" WT.	 MAX.
•
,
C5 c ILI,11: O	 ERrlI_L
0206 C FC; PIH:t	 NOISE CPr:KCTIOrl
0._`07 C MIA IMISE LE.CL
0208 C I'; .L T: Tu}:c CO,MECTED M CL MED MO I -2 LEVEL
0209 C Pr'I_TH: r' ^:•;.	 1U::: COMECTED rarC[ IVED NOISE LE-EL
0210 C rC : rticri?,	 10.._	 CO RR.:I; T ION
0211 C 5.011: AVEri IGE PINK NOISE SPECTRUrI
0212 c St?Ail: A.:;IDIT ttOIS'= SPUTRUM
0213 C sm D.ITA "PcCTRUi t
6214 C 5rDC: CO::r'-CTEP DATA SPECTRUM
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TERMINAL
1 TAPE MOTION CONTROLS
,.2	 SERIAL TIME CODE AND TEST CONDITION INFORMATION (GP_:^ i , ETC.)
13 ANALOG NOISE DATA
;4 PARALLEL TIME CODE AND TEST CONDITION INFOR& ION
5 DIGITAL (PARALLEL) 1/3 OCTAVE FILTER DATA
6 CONTROL LINES (DATA READY, ADVANCE CHANNEL, ETC.)
7 a. PARALLEL TIME CODE AND TEST CONDITION INFORMATION
b. "ISTAFT TIME" SIGNAL
CONTROL WORDS FOR:
a. READ TIME INFORRMATION
b. READ TEST CONDITION INFORMATION
c. MOTION COMMANDS FOR ANALOG TAPE RECORDER
9 RECORDING OF PROCESSED DATA
•010' COMMUNICATION LINi, FOR OPERATOR
11	 DISC OPEh:TING SYSTEM COMMUNICATION
I
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Figure 2.- Minicomputer and standard peripherals (CRT terminal,
disc, magnetic tape, printer/plotter)
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Figure 4, One-third octave analyzer.
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4START TIME AT 1:01= 12:13:59: 4
Rfl'I{,1fIUM11 FFY OF THE
c,It1G[^ A•1. YA';; IS !'vUR
i
K PNLT PNL OASPL SLA
I X 95.40 94.77 86.30 82.41
2 XXX 100.04 100.04 90.84 87.90
3 XXX 100.12 99.E2 89.99 87.46
4 XXXXXXX 101.95 100.53 91.40 68.06
5 XXX 99.99 98.82 89.99 86.21
6 XXXXX 100.73 100.23 91.39 88.04
7 XXXXX 100.79 98.95 91.03 86.82
8 XXXXXXXXXX 1E3.60 101.14 91.01 87.95
9 XXXXXXXXX>;.CXXXXXXXX 108.17 105.34 96.09 92.49
10 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX-xx 107.34 103.96 94.40 90.07
11 XXXXXXXXXXXX 104.40 102.79 94.25 89.16
12 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 109.40 107.85 96.94 93.87
13 X% XXXX,''X>CXXXXXXXXXXXXX 109.55 107.32 96.25 92.20
14 XXXXXXXXXX>S>;XXXXXXXXXXXX 110.61 107.99 97.00 93.21
15 XXX)%>MXXhX,'<XXXXh?CXXXXr,,,	C XXX 113.72 110.90 98.96 95.93
16 XXXXX,XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 110.11 107.54 96.65 92.97
17 XXXXXXXXKX XXX,XXXXXXXXX 109.57 106.96 97.60 92.53
13 XX?O1'XXXX.XXXXI%XXXXXXXXX; .CKX 111.16 108.45 98.95 93.91
19 X>=X>,^.•,X.X'-::<XXXXXXXXXXXXX 110.47 108.24 99.44 94.52
20 XXXXXXIINMI >;>;X>OXKxxX 107.98 1176.59 99.60 93.37
21 XXX>•'XX^?;?:X:<X>< 105.02 104.41 98.48 91.B3 
22 X>C? X.•;X.•;YX>:X>;?;X 105.36 104.24 98.73 91.69
23 Y.>'X •^,:>:;;;;X>;.<Y,XX 105.47 104.43 99.31 90 . S 1
24 135.90 104.02 98.00 91.16
25 XXXX 100.23 98.65 9•-1.78 34.81
26 XX 99.42 90.05 93.51 83.39
27 XXXX>: 101.16 9'.7.96 96.45 35.46
23 XXX)0; 100.32 99.78 97.03 85.51
29 X 96.77 95.57 94.62 80.49
30 X 94.49 93.24 92.68 7E.0_
OA MPX- 99.60	 K= 20
PNL MAX !, 110.90	 K= 15
C I-W."-	 .00	 K - 10
PNLT MA,? - 11:5.72
	 K- 15
SLA 11V= 1 15.7 1	 V= 13
DURATION CORR.= -5.53
	 K= 9 AND 24






Figure 7.- PNLT Plot.
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